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Reddit Admin give /r/TheRedPill a Stay of Execution
October 1, 2019 | 879 upvotes | by redpillschool

In a surprising twist, we received a new notice today from the same reddit admin as yesterday informing
us that we have been spared from our immediate closure. We have been granted a stay of execution.
Proof is Here
This is a very strange twist indeed but we are grateful to have more time on this platform. Since
yesterday's closure seemed imminent to us, we let a few cats out of the bag- namely that we were
finishing our redesign of Forums.Red and had originally aimed to have it ready by December 2019.
Our original plan was not to move /r/theredpill but to open ancillary forums on the new platform.
I can't say exactly how the next few months will play out, but here's what we do plan to do:

According to the notice from the admin, we have some compliance issues. We want to find out
what those issues are from the admin and rectify them.
We will finish our Forums.Red Platform independent of what happens on Reddit.
As soon as it is ready, a red pill forum will be opened on forums.red.
However we will not be closing reddit.com/r/theredpill.

Some people have suggested we made this up to push traffic to our other site. We didn't. Why would we
push people to forums.red when it wasn't ready (and was slow as death because it wasn't ready?!) Take a
look at https://www.forums.red and then look at our redesign we're working on:
http://a.trp.red/files/screenshot-2.jpg. It doesn't check out.
I'll ask /u/acuddlybabytapir to weight in and verify that we got these messages and have not altered them.
In the mean time, let's continue doing what we're here for: Rule Zero

TRP's mission is to discuss men's identity, sexual strategy, and options in the context of our
current global culture for the benefit of men. Anyone who does not share that goal will be
banned the instant we detect them. We are not interested in debating or defending our
experiences to those who disagree with the red pill, nor do we want to clog up our threads
defending the morality of our choices.

While we intend to fully cooperate with Reddit's rules and Admin, they have shown us today that they are
not above making mistakes. Make sure you subscribe to https://trp.red for a safe meeting place if anything
were to happen to us here.
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Comments

redpillschool[S,M]  [score hidden] 1 October, 2019 08:46 PM stickied comment 

For transparency: Here is my follow up to the admin:

http://a.trp.red/files/reply.jpg

sadomasochrist • 196 points • 2 October, 2019 12:09 AM 

"We noticed some problems..."

Lists none of them.

The-Peter-Principle • 66 points • 2 October, 2019 02:07 AM 

Made me laugh too. Also....

How can a quarantined sub bully or harass?! Utter nonsense.

redpillschool[S] • 50 points • 2 October, 2019 01:15 PM 

We don't even allow links to other places on reddit.

[deleted] • 2 points • 1 November, 2019 09:02 AM 

Reddit is failing hard at what they set out to do, sold out, left responsibility to lesser men because
they could afford to, not defending free speech AT ALL and reacting to every female complaint
because they want some ass.

"Makes me f**king sick how far we done fell" - Bunk.

Hitlerismyhomeboy14 • 15 points • 2 October, 2019 07:30 PM 

They just banned like 10+ subs I was in that were private for bullying and harassment lol

Brazilian_Slaughter • 76 points • 2 October, 2019 04:39 AM 

The SJWs Favorite Tool: Ambiguous Rules That Result in Ambiguous Infractions.

In good ol' Internet Forums, when you act like a douchebag, a mod helpfully comes and tells you why you
are being warned/kicked/banned.

In Social Media, you get banned because of ambiguous-as-hell-rules or saying words they don't like but was
never warned about.

sadomasochrist • 36 points • 2 October, 2019 01:41 PM 

This is a tactic out of a woman's playbook, I wrote about this in "boiling the frog."

You're never home! To which said male stops working late. You're smothering me! etc etc. They're all
just placeholder excuses.

The fact of the matter is reddit wants a liberal platform that is friendly to young 25-35 men and women
with disposable income. And conservative attitudes make the platform unappealing to liberal users,
especially liberal men who think that liberal women need dissenting content removed.

In my honest opinion, it's been my experience that women are much more tolerant to opposing opinions.
It's liberal men who are actually afraid of stuff like this.
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Honestly this would all just be a lot easier if they cut the shit and just said the truth, that this is going to
be a progressive platform for young men and women and that conservative content isn't
advertiser\userbase friendly.

Brazilian_Slaughter • 5 points • 3 October, 2019 10:35 PM 

The fact of the matter is reddit wants a liberal platform that is friendly to young 25-35 men and
women with disposable income. And conservative attitudes make the platform unappealing to
liberal users, especially liberal men who think that liberal women need dissenting content
removed.

Which is bizarre, I feel. There are far worse things in the plataform than conservative attitudes, like
the tons of porn and general perversion here.

Honestly this would all just be a lot easier if they cut the shit and just said the truth, that this is
going to be a progressive platform for young men and women and that conservative content isn't
advertiser\userbase friendly.

Same for all the others.

I suspect they don't want to do that, because they know doing that will drive millions of users to
alternatives.

Its why they don't ban The_Donald, for example: Its a containment forum, where millions of pro-
Trump reddit users conglomerate and, thanks to the fact T_D is practically invisible on Reddit, means
they can only use it for inter-personnal communication.

Some people are waiting for Thinkspot, but Gab shows that Silicon Valley is ready to murder any
pro-Free Speech platform the moment it tries to appear. I don't believe a truly Free Speech social
network is going to happen, I think Social Networks are a dead end as far as Free Speech goes.
Maybe Federated Social Networks could work.

I think we have to somehow resurrect the Forum. Forums are good, they are moderated and
controlled by their Administrators and not by Silicon Valley. The problem is that the modern internet
is heavily-reliant on Social Media, which by itself is design to be the end-all of content and undercut
anything that's not itself or an associated site.

Nicolas0631 • 1 point • 4 October, 2019 07:29 PM 

I think the main threat for reddit is some extremist complaining and wanting to go on court because
they allow us there. That and all the associated bad press.

I don't think they have a specific agenda against us.

NarrowBath7 • 1 point • 7 October, 2019 09:37 AM 

strange times where conservative content is not advertiser friendly. Culture sure has become a lot
more degenerate in the last 50 years...

[deleted] • 1 point • 1 November, 2019 09:05 AM 

I highly doubt Reddit knows what they want. They are letting an immoral creature push them and
harass them on their morals of doing.

Trying to control the free speech engine. Makes me sick!
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Kingern • 1 point • 3 October, 2019 12:11 PM 

The SJWs Favorite Tool: Ambiguous Rules That Result in Ambiguous Infractions.

Coming soon to a legal system near you!

For a sneak preview, look up the UK's proposed new legal definition for Islamophobia

Brazilian_Slaughter • 1 point • 3 October, 2019 10:41 PM 

Soon? Its coming right now, thank you Dias Toffoli.

Recently the Supreme Court of my country equated Homosexuals to a race, creating bizarre
"Legislation" that punishes "Homophobia".

Kingern • 1 point • 4 October, 2019 09:20 AM 

If you think that is bad, the United Kingdom is currently doing this with Islam.

A system of beliefs. An idea.

In the UK, there could soon legally be a "race" that you can convert into and out of

Criticising a particular idea will be punishable as racism

Brazilian_Slaughter • 1 point • 4 October, 2019 06:33 PM 

Shit, I have to bow to the masters in this one.

Yeah, seems like at that point, if you are anti-PC, you have to convert to Islam and criticize
PC ideology. That sounds like a death kneel to me.

Kingern • 1 point • 4 October, 2019 07:14 PM 

Wait, it gets *even better*.

The proposed definition actually accounts for "Muslimness or **perceived
Muslimness**", meaning that you can actually actually stand legally accused of racism for
doing something that *someone believes you think is anti-Islamic*.

It's one of the most Orwellian things I've ever seen, which is sickenlingly something I find
myself saying a lot these days.

WasteApplication9 • 1 point • 4 October, 2019 06:57 AM 

There are two rules to society now:

If something you do is good for someone higher in the hierarchy than you, it is mandated.1.

If something you do is bad for someone higher in the hierarchy than you, it is forbidden.2.

You're allowed to do anything you want to someone lower in the hierarchy than you. However, if
they later rise above you in terms of status, then you can be retroactively punished for what you did at
the time. Vice versa for if they fall lower in the hierarchy than you. Your actions will be considered
completely OK in hindsight.

Look at Bill Cosby. He's a rapist. Not in the SJW "oh he raped me because I regretted it later" way,
but in the actual "drug women and have sex with their unconscious bodies" way. Yet when these
accusations were made Bill Cosby was at the height of his career. Much higher up in the hierarchy.
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Fast forward to today and Bill Cosby's career is over. Suddenly, all of the rape he committed is now
terrible. He must be publicly vilified and sent to jail. All because he fell so low that he went below
the level in the social hierarchy of the people accusing him.

The rule of law used to counteract this by actually mandating prosecutions of anyone who committed
a crime. In fact, if the state wasn't bothering to prosecute someone for a crime they did you could
prosecute them yourself and send them to jail. While the above rules may have been socially
mandated, they at least weren't legally mandated. Your conviction of murder could be criticized as
unjust because you were the best cello player in all of royal Europe but you were still going to go to
the gallows regardless of being number one.

Now the rule of law has been changed to enable selective prosecutions and so much "discretion" has
been added that everyone has committed a crime at some point and the only thing determining
whether you actually get convicted or not is your place in the social hierarchy.

The ultimate goal of SJWs is to enshrine the two rules I've stated in the legal system but in reverse.
All crime is contingent on the feelings of the person you committed them against and whether the
person you committed a crime against is "less privileged" than you. You are judged not by your
actions but how they affected others in ways you'd have no way of knowing they would. Punching up
is encouraged while punching down is horrific.

niczar • 1 point • 7 October, 2019 12:14 PM 

The SJWs Favorite Tool: Ambiguous Rules That Result in Ambiguous Infractions.

It's not just SJWs. That's standard for authoritarians. A related method is selective enforcement. For
example, just about everyone jailed in the ghulags was convicted of an actual crime they had actually
committed. That crime was typically black market trafficking. Of course everyone was guilty of that,
because you had to or you starved. Obviously, it was selectively enforced.

applepiebreadpudding • 1 point • 13 November, 2019 04:15 PM* 

It's not just SJWs. That's standard for authoritarians.

the ghulags

that's left wing, i.e. jewish revolutionary tyranny.

i'd love you to bring up examples of right wing tyrannies having used mind and identity destroying
tactics like the left does

https://i.imgur.com/QwDFHHs.png

this quote is just so magistral and applies so well to the average netizen you find on the main
subreddits and elsewhere on controlled social media spaces

[deleted] • 7 points • 2 October, 2019 05:47 PM 

This is the new tech giant strategy. They ban you and don't tell you why. Then when you ask they say they
can't tell you. Chinese censorship

WasteApplication9 • 3 points • 4 October, 2019 06:59 AM 

Honestly Chinese censorship is better because it has clear goals that actually make sense. China wants to
strengthen the state into a pure 1984-style authoritarian regime that can never be challenged. This is an
actual objective that is possible.
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With tech giant censorship there are no real end-goals. Only "feelings" that go wishy washy from one
post or comment to the next. There's no rhyme or reason to censorship and they'll take contradictory
positions depending on how someone is feeling in the morning.

fgts4trmp • 1 point • 5 October, 2019 02:48 PM* 

China doesn't want it per se, it was just a method to prevent introduction of Democracy and Freedom
ie becoming a vasal state to the triple parentheses.

redhawkes • 1017 points • 1 October, 2019 08:02 PM 

Just another shit test.

Silky-Johnson2002 • 546 points • 1 October, 2019 09:50 PM 

We held frame, and now they are hamstering

surethingjanet • 124 points • 1 October, 2019 09:53 PM 

I love you. No fr

SAPPHIREAURA • -9 points • 2 October, 2019 06:02 AM 

What is hamstering ?

darkzoloto 1 points 1 October, 2019 11:01 PM* [recovered]  

We should still be actively prepping for a permanent move.

They may be trying to lull us into complacency so let's not fall for that trap. Just like with women, never let
your guard down.

sebastianconcept • 25 points • 2 October, 2019 11:31 AM 

Not maybe, it’s confirmed. They are giving the sub a chance to add more moderators that would control
our behavior into their policies.

Fuck that. We should move ASAP

Your_Coke_Dealer • 1 point • 17 October, 2019 05:19 PM 

The original statement of “materially incompatible” is telling. Any subreddit that hurts the feelings of the
“average redditor” is living on borrowed time, regardless of efforts to comply with the rules. It’s the
left’s “but that’s different” model of justifying double standards: just say the immaterially different
circumstances are significant.

They’ll all be dropped one by one with varying pretexts, be it an association with some violent act (see:
T_D quarantine, Incels’ ban), vague “advertisers don’t like it” (the original ban notice as I stated), or
“hate speech” (probably made and screenshotted by the same posters from AgainstHateSubreddits).

TheChinkLord 1 points 1 October, 2019 08:42 PM [recovered]  

We should AA by producing even edgier content on the cusp of "policy violation"

Truedemocracy5 • 17 points • 2 October, 2019 02:25 AM 

Yep. Treat it like you would a woman saying “I will not be breaking up with you at this time”.

DeChef2 • 1 point • 2 October, 2019 11:56 AM 
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And we played some dread game with side chick trp.red

Libertarian-Party • 355 points • 1 October, 2019 08:05 PM* 

I want everyone to recognize the double think that might be occurring here.

"Oh wonderful, the gracious admins have offered us a stay of execution!"

"Through the admins' endless mercy we are only quarantined and blocked from normal reddit view for simply
having independent thoughts!"

"Truly it is wonderful that we are ONLY quarantined and NOT banned!"

They are moving the goalposts brothers, being quarantined is still unacceptable, just as being banned is even
more so. I'm glad I started my migration to trp.red because the hammer may fall soon enough. Stay vigilant.

redpillschool[S] • 126 points • 1 October, 2019 08:07 PM 

I'm glad I started my migration to trp.red because the hammer may fall soon enough. Stay vigilant.

Indeed.

Onein1024th • 93 points • 1 October, 2019 08:33 PM 

fuck reddit's game of dread. i'm out of here as soon as trp.red forums are finished. can't wait to stop
giving these san francisco fucks my page views.

Too bad The_Donald won't migrate off platform like they should

RightHandWolf • 21 points • 1 October, 2019 09:49 PM 

Trp.red has a tribe for The Donald. I don't know if everything from here has been archived, but on the
other hand, there might be a completely blank canvas to play with.

Condescending-Guy • 32 points • 1 October, 2019 10:32 PM 

trp.red could be huge if all conservatives and freethinkers move to that platform. Leaving reddit to
be an echo chamber with just a bunch of leftist shills and betas regurgitating the same information
over and over again, it will die a slow and horrible death. This is capitalism ;)

glumbum2 • 41 points • 1 October, 2019 11:24 PM 

I'm more concerned that that community is so loud that it will clog up what people actually
come to TRP for, though. This sub has already started to have more and more of that kind of
random political shtick, and I don't really care, but I think it's a distraction from the mission.

redpillschool[S] • 8 points • 2 October, 2019 01:15 PM 

That's why we have tribes to separate topics.

glumbum2 • 3 points • 2 October, 2019 01:38 PM 

I dig it. One piece of quick feedback: on mobile if you are coming to the base site, the
conversation threads that you see at a base level don't seem to embed into threads. So
you're seeing top-level comments and in-thread replies at the same level.

Is that intentional? I'm on Android, using a chrome browser. Thanks again for the good
work.

redpillschool[S] • 5 points • 2 October, 2019 01:44 PM 
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It is- something people on Twitter are more used to. Individual tribes have the
option to only show top-level posts and hide replies until a thread is clicked.

And of course, forums.red will have threaded browsing much like reddit.

glumbum2 • 2 points • 2 October, 2019 01:45 PM 

Gotcha, thanks.

KrustyKrabReject • 1 point • 2 October, 2019 03:05 PM 

Will tribes be completely free speech?

Condescending-Guy • 27 points • 2 October, 2019 12:26 AM 

Don't be silly. You can't isolate your pickup artistry and self improvement philosophy. We
don't live in a vacuum. Of course politics affect us.

For example, in many college gyms, they've made it against the rules for men to add more
than 4 plates on each side of a barbell because it triggers people. I'm not making this up.
This is a political move to weaken men, essentially making them easier to control like all
the other simpletons of society.

My idea was to have separate forum sections related to political discourse and other
topics, but keep the focus on trp.red to self improvement, and overall, seeing the world
through the "red pill" ;)

glumbum2 • 24 points • 2 October, 2019 12:58 AM 

I agree that it affects us, and I don't care whether the politics "chat" exists or not, I
simply meant that when someone first discovers the red pill, I wouldn't want their first
experience to be a bunch of political memes. That's what allows hard left sympathizers
to paint us all a certain way. We're NOT homogenous.

I suppose that I personally am very attached to the fight club rule because it forces
TRP to be an individual journey of discovery, something that is guaranteed to improve
any man's personal life no matter where they are coming from.

Condescending-Guy • -2 points • 2 October, 2019 01:04 AM 

For sure, that was not my attention. I agree with you. I would just like it to be like
a male focused version of reddit but with just a few focused subs. Political should
be one of them for sure because it's something that affects us all.

Don't forget that in fight club they do a lot of other things outside of fight ;)

Stay red

redpillschool[S] • 1 point • 2 October, 2019 01:16 PM 

My idea was to have separate forum sections related to political discourse and
other topics, but keep the focus on trp.red to self improvement, and overall, seeing
the world through the "red pill" ;)

Exactly. Tribes in function.

leftleafthirdbranch • 1 point • 3 October, 2019 02:27 AM 
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do u have a link for the college gyms thing ?

frykidse • 1 point • 3 October, 2019 03:34 AM 

[citation needed]

my gym has weight restrictions on some of the 40lb 1" bars because they're not the
right equipment to handle 4 plates. they bend quite a bit with 3 plates.

The 45lb 2" bars and rogue fitness 45lb 1" bars do not have this restriction.

Is my gym making up rules to stop triggering the special snowflakes? Are they
keeping the men weak?

Perhaps a better question to ask yourself is why and/or how you think pushing your
political views onto others relates to male sexual strategy?

0087621 • 10 points • 2 October, 2019 06:22 AM 

If only conservatives weren't retarded fucks

Condescending-Guy • 0 points • 2 October, 2019 01:50 PM 

What a childish response. I'm not sure how you're getting upvoted in this subreddit.

There is nothing wrong with moderate conservatives and liberals. That's actually healthy
for society. The extreme left and extreme right of the spectrum are of course problematic
though and should be called out.

The problem right now is that the extreme left are incredibly loud and have massive
numbers, and are controlled by the elite through our fake media and fake education
system. Completely insane times we are living in.

Balderdash79 • 1 point • 5 October, 2019 04:34 PM 

THIS!

If a conservative doesn't like what you say, he/she will ignore it.

If a liberal doesn't like what you say, they try to remove your ability to speak, using
legislation.

0087621 • -4 points • 2 October, 2019 02:15 PM 

I wrote that because pretty much every conservative I've met so far has been a pain to
discuss with, they're extremely close-minded. Associating red pill with conservatism is
wrong, just like associating leftists to beta males. The thing is, rightists are hypocrites.
They have no idea what the consequences of their actions actually are.

Average conservative:"Abortion is evil! It's homicide!" Then his 13 years old daughter
gets raped and gets pregnant. Don't you think his opinion about abortion would
change?

I do not recognize myself in either the right or the left, because both of them can have
good points of view. Leftists are no better than rightists, but at least they are more
open-minded.

Condescending-Guy • 2 points • 8 October, 2019 04:11 AM 

Average conservatives don't have extremist views like that. What you're describing
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might be like a religous far-right conservative but not your average right leaning
person. Your point is valid because all it takes is a little life experience to realize
how insane you'd have to be not to allow women to have abortions. But you
shouldn't encourage women to be stupid and have constant abortions because they
like to fuck around lmao. That just destroys society.

frykidse • 2 points • 3 October, 2019 03:32 AM 

In favor of a right-wing echo chamber where you can only hear the things you want to hear?

After the quarantine, the echo chamber intensified exponentially in here. Right wing idiots are
just as stupid as left wing idiots.

Viewpoints are data points, nothing more and nothing less. I (and by that extension, you don't
either) don't have to agree with anyone else, yet it is enlightening to at least hear their
perspective. It may be entirely wrong, yet there is a possibility of gaining value and
knowledge from it. I may be entirely wrong and need the alternative viewpoint to adjust
myself.

BendAndSnap- • 1 point • 1 October, 2019 11:08 PM 

It would be glorious

Onein1024th • 1 point • 1 October, 2019 09:58 PM 

good to know, thank you

drakpanther • 26 points • 2 October, 2019 02:04 AM 

Plenty in this sub hate that fat, soft, orange draft dodging fuck. TRP is not all Donald Trump
supporters.

Onein1024th • 3 points • 3 October, 2019 03:01 PM 

you sound mad bro. take your political bullshit to another sub dude; i'm talking about censorship

enraged_ape 1 points 6 October, 2019 03:14 PM [recovered]  

And yet he’s more alpha than you can ever dream of being.

drakpanther • 5 points • 6 October, 2019 10:31 PM* 

Yeah, because spray tanning is so alpha.

enraged_ape • 1 point • 7 October, 2019 12:31 AM 

Spray tan or not, he fucked MANY more 9s and 10s than you.

You’re also not currently running the country, so might be a good idea to put that macho
man bs away for a while, everyone sees through it.

drakpanther • 4 points • 7 October, 2019 04:52 PM* 

he fucked MANY more 9s and 10s than you

Doubt it, if he has to pay a 6, at best, porn star turned stripper, to fuck him, then blows
his load in 10 seconds.

Btw 2 ad hominem attack in as many comments? Really bolsters your argument
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champ. Maybe you're a fat, spray tanned, stripper fucking old man too? Or maybe just
a blue collar dude who cant hack it in the real economy, so he whines about change
and brown people instead of getting a real skill like coding that is marketable in this
century? Idk, just a guess. You're orange god is fucked anyway
https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/464619-federal-judge-rules-against-trum
p-in-fight-to-keep-tax-records-from

enraged_ape • -1 points • 7 October, 2019 06:13 PM 

Lmao you don’t know what “ad hominem” means, how pathetic of you �

You keep telling yourself that “muh impeachment” and “muh taxes”, surely it will
happen �

Seems to me like you are brown and or some kind of mix and are now projecting
like the typical commie cuck online when in real life, you just sit there in your
excrement yapping away like a big xir.

You may stop replying now, unless you like this kind of asswhupping �

drakpanther • 2 points • 8 October, 2019 12:10 AM 

"Brown or some kind of mix."

And there it is.

beachbbqlover • -8 points • 2 October, 2019 12:40 AM 

> Too bad The_Donald won't migrate off platform like they should

They did. It's right Here

soywars • 52 points • 1 October, 2019 10:12 PM 

FemaleDatingStrategy is a genderswap of TheRedPill but look who's under quarantine and who isn't.

glumbum2 • 51 points • 1 October, 2019 11:39 PM 

Their literal mission statement is actually a bit more aggressive than TRP's, interestingly.

TheGweatandTewwible • 38 points • 2 October, 2019 12:29 AM 

Female "strategy".

Read: holding on to the pussy as if it were gold to get AFCs.

And then I guess that's just it.

red_philosopher • 10 points • 2 October, 2019 12:55 AM 

"Strategy" indeed. It's short-sighted and near-term thinking that will undo 99% of the women in
the subreddit.

[deleted] • 40 points • 2 October, 2019 01:24 AM 

Top voted comment from one of their posts:

"This is why you should almost never feel sympathy for men. They’re depraved, hateful, dangerous,
and mentally feeble, and you have a responsibility to weed these assholes and psychopaths out of the
gene pool. They’ve far outlived their evolutionary usefulness."
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glumbum2 • 8 points • 2 October, 2019 01:34 AM 

Yikes.

Ninja edit: then why would they want to "date" us? :P

good_guy_submitter • 8 points • 2 October, 2019 01:04 PM 

Mentally feeble eh?

Guess women must be even moreso.

The vast vast majority of people with an IQ over 130 are men.

https://i.imgur.com/fjz0SXf.png

boundarychimps • 1 point • 3 October, 2019 02:22 AM 

Does that sound abusive or menacing enough to meet the conditions in the new content policy?

Reddit is a place for conversation, and in that context, we define this behavior as anything
that works to shut someone out of the conversation through intimidation or abuse,
online or off. Depending on the context, this can take on a range of forms, from directing
unwanted invective at someone to following them from subreddit to subreddit, just to name a
few. Behavior can be harassing or abusive regardless of whether it occurs in public content
(e.g. a post, comment, username, subreddit name, subreddit styling, sidebar materials, etc.) or
private messages/chat.

Being annoying, downvoting, or disagreeing with someone, even strongly, is not harassment.
However, menacing someone, directing abuse at a person or group, following them
around the site, encouraging others to do any of these actions, or otherwise behaving in a way
that would discourage a reasonable person from participating on Reddit crosses the line.

Waitzkin • 29 points • 2 October, 2019 12:10 AM 

Ha! nice double standards, I guess we are quarantined because only males are inherently violent,
women aren't capable at all of such thing

good_guy_submitter • 6 points • 2 October, 2019 01:06 PM 

My mother used to beat my ass with jumper cables. That's at least a little violent.

SirWrangsAlot • 18 points • 2 October, 2019 12:06 AM 

That's straight up appalling.

SKRedPill • 18 points • 2 October, 2019 04:40 AM 

Aggressive? Understatement. It almost reads like a declaration of war. In comparison, ours could
be considered blunt but really polite.

Women have no neutral gear, it's either love or hate, never impersonal.

Furebel • 3 points • 2 October, 2019 07:32 AM 

Thomas never seen this kind of bullshit before.

"a bit" is HUUUUGE understatement, they are literally inclusive, many would call them transphobic,
and definitely they are discriminatory. If they want to keep it, keep it, but than let's be fair, even lego
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Yoda memes weren't up to their level.

u-r-silly • 2 points • 2 October, 2019 11:31 AM 

Woah, that sub is extremely transphobic!

womans_algorithm • 5 points • 2 October, 2019 07:58 AM 

I went there, filtered by "top" of all time. Top 10 posts or so are all "feel good" screenshots of some "i am
strong independent woman" tweets. Quality through the roof.

Obediah_Stane • 12 points • 2 October, 2019 12:49 AM 

Exactly right. Fitting that this is coming from a username of Libertarian Party. Government does this same
thing all the time in the US. Stomp some rights, then renege a bit and the masses are all "oh thank you so
much!" Even though the rights are still being trampled on.

FACILITATOR11503 1 points 1 October, 2019 10:23 PM* [recovered]  

Honestly I believe this sub got better since being quarantined

kcchiefs0927 • 32 points • 1 October, 2019 11:45 PM 

Because it left out all of the people that purposefully post harmful shit in an attempt to quarantine/ban the
sub. It’s a very common tactic from people on AgainstHateSubreddits who have way too much free time

moltenw • 4 points • 1 October, 2019 08:13 PM 

I can't imagine anyone who actually browses TRP frequently to think along those lines.

lugrulo • 2 points • 2 October, 2019 03:11 AM 

Good point. Also I’m curious if the rule changes affects what we can talk about.

If they do, it’s better they ban us then water us down.

ShinyRedKetoPill • 152 points • 1 October, 2019 08:35 PM 

The issue is that some people coming here for help need a little tough love.

A bitchslap.

This is not snowflake compatible. Calling someone a pussy and telling him to lift is enough to trigger outsiders
into calling it bullying or harassment.

Yet that's exactly what some guys need to hear from other guys.

We have no future here under the current regime. There is simply no way to help guys save themselves in a
"politically correct according to reddit's shareholders" fashion.

I'm looking forward to speaking freely on the new platform.

TheRedPillMonkey • 64 points • 1 October, 2019 11:26 PM 

TRP is like a rehab clinic. We're filled with drug addicts and alcoholics, but they are here to get better.

Closing trp is like closing a rehab clinic because "it's filled with addicts and criminals!"

Unconfidence 1 points 8 October, 2019 04:26 AM [recovered]  

More like closing a gay conversion therapy clinic because it's peddling harmful ideologies which will
only lead people to worsen their own lives and the lives of others.
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TheRedPillMonkey • 1 point • 8 October, 2019 12:23 PM 

I think you're pretty ignorant to what goes on around here.

Truedemocracy5 • 1 point • 2 October, 2019 02:27 AM 

Aka maintaining frame. Glad years of red pill taught us how to handle this shit

Maybeiwillbeokay 1 points 1 October, 2019 08:01 PM [recovered]  

They just accidentally, innocently sent out an outright ban message to an entire subreddit?

Something tells me that the admins had far different motives than what they're willing to tell us about right now.

zontargs 1 points 1 October, 2019 11:08 PM* [recovered]  

This happened to GunDeals after one of the big shootings last year. Reddit threatened to ban anything
involved in gun sales. GunDeals went all-in on building their own site. Suddenly, Reddit didn't want to ban
them anymore.

I'm guessing that, in both cases, having somewhere else to go meant that users would actually leave, and
decrease Reddit's traffic and market value.

IrtahkEnt • 25 points • 2 October, 2019 08:36 AM 

Communities having their own forums, website is the biggest threat to Reddit, because if everyone
realized that it's an option then they'd rather be there than put up with Reddit's increasingly stupid rules
and censorship.

There is a reason why a huge amount of drug, piracy, communities are based outside Reddit, YouTube,
etc. Shroomery, Psychonaut Wiki, etc all have their own forums and actively discourage posting things
on mainstream sites like YouTube (they even report YouTube videos for mushroom growing content,
DMT extraction TEK, etc because they don't want that content to flow into mainstream notice.)

Mainstream sites are never good for anything controversial and I believe shroomery's approach (for
keeping content outside mainstream places) is the correct one here for protecting community as a whole.
Secluded forums and communities are something we should all work on irregardless of the ban or not.
Let's bring 90s/early 2000s back and let's take power back from these scumbag for-profit advertizer
friendly sites.

TheDopestPope • 1 point • 3 October, 2019 07:18 PM 

Used to love browsing the shroomery. Lots of great posts on there. So much better than anything
Reddit has on drug discussion

LordFa9 • 1 point • 6 October, 2019 04:23 AM 

Thing is, without youtube progressively nudging me towards the manosphere through the use of
suggested videos; I probably wont have discovered TRP and i suspect lots of guys wouldn't have
either

IrtahkEnt 1 points 6 October, 2019 06:21 AM [recovered]  

That's just the algorithm driving you towards the videos that it considers profitable, i.e. the ones
you are most likely to spend time on and hence more time to push ads, etc. There's no human
intervention here. It uses Machine learning which teaches itself based on it's profiling of you.

Same thing happened to me with Weed videos. Hundreds and hundreds of recommendations over
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the year and then one day, YouTube suddenly decided that the content is unfit for advertisers and
starter nuking well established channels left and right. A tonne of quality educational as well as
entertainment content was lost this way.

Which is why you cannot trust these corps. They are literally bitches of advertisers. Who knows
what they are going to nuke next?

LordFa9 • 1 point • 6 October, 2019 09:19 AM 

Yea but without those gateway videos existing and their content creators making more
hardline stuff TRP will likely just be something mentioned in passing

Omnidempotent • 47 points • 1 October, 2019 09:37 PM 

This only confirms that reddit is a total shit show behind the scenes.

Condescending-Guy • 30 points • 1 October, 2019 10:30 PM 

Every tech company can be like that bro. These tech companies from SF, they are truly loonie. Employee
turnover, hiring, and employee retention are some of the biggest challenges impacting these companies.

I know because I consult many, many, MANY, tech companies out of silicon valley.

lugrulo • 7 points • 2 October, 2019 03:15 AM 

Cuz they’re flooded with robots from overseas. A culture based company needs people familiar with
the culture

redpillschool[S] • 89 points • 1 October, 2019 08:07 PM 

I'd love to know what their Tuesday Morning meeting looked like.

EmoNiteIsForLovers 1 points 1 October, 2019 10:07 PM [recovered]  

It was probably fat and ugly

GandMeChattri 1 points 1 October, 2019 10:26 PM [recovered]  

How many porkies with blue hair you reckon?

MrNotVeryNiceGuy 1 points 1 October, 2019 11:39 PM [recovered]  

I'm willing to bet on pink myself...

Your_Coke_Dealer • 1 point • 17 October, 2019 05:23 PM 

Well, it is a tech company. I wasn’t there, but I’m sure my entire shipment from Colombia was.

0io- • 94 points • 1 October, 2019 08:49 PM 

I don't think they're that great at their jobs. Some intern probably got tasked with "Can you go and delete all
the subs that don't fit our new policy." Then somebody higher on the food chain said, wait, they have 1
million active users? Maybe this could backfire, don't do anything yet.

kenpachitz • 5 points • 2 October, 2019 07:58 AM 

1 million active users

Oh, while 400k is nothing to sneeze at, did they alter the sub count after the quarantine or something?
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redpillschool[S] • 16 points • 2 October, 2019 01:25 PM 

There was a brief moment that real user counts were leaked on their advertising page (showing
potential advertisers how many users they would reach advertising to each sub).

Our count was in the millions.

http://a.trp.red/files/what-2.jpg

PhranticPenguin • 6 points • 2 October, 2019 02:16 PM 

Lmao, I knew something was up with the usercounts. What a sneaky strategy to kick out subs
they don't like.

Protocol_Apollo • 14 points • 1 October, 2019 08:14 PM 

What motive are you implying?

NotResultsOriented • 25 points • 1 October, 2019 09:05 PM 

Dipping their toe in the water to see what it's like.

They want to jump in after the holidays. Now they know it won't be too cold.

RedPilledGodEmperor • 19 points • 1 October, 2019 10:56 PM 

Exactly. They want to basically push you towards complying with their ways or have some excuse to ban
TRP. Since this has been done, they can ban this in a few months and say "hey, we gave you guys a warning"

ThePriorityBike • 10 points • 1 October, 2019 08:15 PM 

Still a pleasant surprise to read the stay of execution.

TheRedPillMonkey • 1 point • 1 October, 2019 11:31 PM 

I think they targeted braincels due to their history of users actually killing people and the theory that
someone was going to do it again during the Joker movie. They wanted to nip that shit in the bud and I don't
blame them.

I think they came after us so the braincel crowd wouldn't just come here as a safe haven, like they tried after
incels got closed, assuming we'd welcome them with open arms.

kcchiefs0927 • 6 points • 1 October, 2019 11:48 PM 

Which is hilarious because if you had a conversation with anyone outside of TRP or conservative subs
and they saw you posted in TRP, they immediately call you an incel.

TheRedPillMonkey • 8 points • 2 October, 2019 12:12 AM 

Yeah, that's the point. Many think trp is an incels circle jerk. But per another comment I made, incels
to trp is like addicts to rehab. They are likely here but hopefully trying to improve. We're not exactly
a safe haven of open incel spergal jerk.

unfeeling2 • 42 points • 1 October, 2019 08:11 PM 

they are saying tone it down and be more family freindly.

i say make use of this time and improve the website so you can post "theory" here and some not "freindly
content" on the website trpd red.
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TheBunk_TB • 60 points • 1 October, 2019 08:31 PM 

The irony is that they have porn floating around but if you make a feminist squeal!

Onein1024th • 24 points • 1 October, 2019 08:35 PM 

more family freindly.

reddit? lol

Obviously we're not going to change what we post on the subreddit. Normies will hear about the almost ban
and come check us out.

IMHO, redpillschool should shut down this subreddit as soon as the backup is ready

unfeeling2 • 6 points • 2 October, 2019 11:51 AM 

you get the idea just tone it down and work on the website.

GGrub8 • 11 points • 2 October, 2019 06:21 AM* 

You can see this mentality invading askTRP.

Now posts such as "If your LTR says you should be friend with her friends then you have to do it" and "It's
okay if your LTR goes on a vacation on an island with her friends" are getting massively upvoted and people
who point out at how crazy this is by TRP standards get downvoted to oblivion.

redpillschool[S] • 3 points • 2 October, 2019 01:27 PM 

Whoops, make sure to report bad advice!

TheH1dd3nFear • 1 point • 2 October, 2019 01:18 AM 

"Family friendly" = Baby Boomer nonsense where it's acceptable to put the kiddies anywhere, back in the
50s where family values thrived kids were not allowed inside restaurants at all.

ProFriendZoner • 28 points • 1 October, 2019 08:26 PM 

And then we come one day and it's ... GONE!!!

Like the Boy Scouts say ... BE PREPARED!!!

redpillschool[S] • 5 points • 2 October, 2019 01:27 PM 

Join https://www.trp.red !

empatheticapathetic • 21 points • 1 October, 2019 09:06 PM 

They saw the amount of traffic (that can still plausibly stay) they would potentially lose from this decision and
decided it wasn't worth it.

drakehfh • 27 points • 1 October, 2019 08:52 PM 

Unpopular opinion but this is a bad news. They should ban this subreddit which will force people to move to the
new platform. With this choice, other people control the platform where the red pill is running. They should not.

redpillschool[S] • 22 points • 1 October, 2019 08:53 PM 

At the moment forums.red isn't ready for the traffic. But soon it may be.

drakehfh • 38 points • 1 October, 2019 09:36 PM 
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If you need Devops/linux system admin skills, you can hit me up. I'm very good at what I do.

redpillschool[S] • 15 points • 1 October, 2019 10:28 PM 

Yes, please. Can you jump on TRP.red and send me a pm

GayLubeOil • 69 points • 1 October, 2019 08:10 PM 

I think Reddit realized you needed more time to complete TRP.red it also understood that by acting as an
external enemy it could help you rally the troops. Moral of the story is Reddit loves you and wants to suck your
cock.

TheBunk_TB • 15 points • 1 October, 2019 08:31 PM 

With a shopvac?

red_philosopher • 12 points • 2 October, 2019 01:00 AM 

I think Reddit saw what a mistake it was mobilizing 1,000,000+ users when we were perfectly content in
quarantine. The moral of the story is still the same though, Reddit wants to suck his dick.

SomeDuder27 1 points 2 October, 2019 04:05 AM [recovered]  

How do you guys see you at 1mil plus? Just curious brother.

redpillschool[S] • 6 points • 2 October, 2019 01:28 PM 

This leaked out mid 2017. Who knows how much higher the number is today.

http://a.trp.red/files/what-2.jpg

failingtheturingtest • -6 points • 2 October, 2019 05:04 AM 

Delusion is a wonderful drug

redpillschool[S] • 8 points • 2 October, 2019 01:28 PM 

This leaked out mid 2017. Who knows how much higher the number is today.

http://a.trp.red/files/what-2.jpg

HectoSexual • 2 points • 2 October, 2019 02:16 PM 

Wow that’s crazy. Love it.

MentORPHEUS • 6 points • 2 October, 2019 05:22 AM 

I think Reddit is just duty starfishing for us, because it's slightly less of a pain in the ass to keep us around
than decisively give us the heave-ho.

cooldadnerddad • 37 points • 1 October, 2019 08:16 PM* 

This makes perfect sense from a due process perspective. When a new rule is announced you can’t in good faith
penalize people based on their behavior prior to the rule coming into existence. It’s too blatant.

Now that Reddit admin have announced these policy changes, they will wait and see if TRP mods ensure that
posts comply with the new rules. If they believe that mods can’t or won’t control the discourse in a satisfactory
manner, then the subreddit will be banned.

TheRedPike • 44 points • 1 October, 2019 08:50 PM 
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They actually did ban other subs that got the messsage on the spot, like braincels.

Blackhawk2479 • 12 points • 1 October, 2019 09:31 PM 

Reddit was name-dropped by Toronto van killer Alek Minassian - if they are still planning their IPO
before the end of this year it makes sense to distance themselves from anything and everything related to
incels.

[deleted] • 10 points • 1 October, 2019 09:56 PM 

it makes sense to distance themselves from anything and everything related to incels.

Which is why I'm saying for a third time on this thread, incels and incel content should be banned on
site. Mods should encourage us to remove.

Incel content is a Rule Zero violation and should be treated as such.

MattMan970 • 12 points • 1 October, 2019 10:38 PM 

Ok, taking it one step further. What does incel content look like, and how do we help them
(besides directing them to the sidebar of course)?

Don't get me wrong, when I was not "attractive" in the female sense, the red pill was hard and
painful to swallow, but I didn't whine - it was quite liberating to know how far off the mark I was,
and HOW to improve myself.

Lift1.
Learn game (don't be unattractive)2.

If Reddit doesn't like the vernacular, than it may be time to move on. If, however, they realize it is
a movement for men by men to become better men and more attractive to women (because
women like men) well fuck, is TRP feminist?

/s

But seriously, aren't we giving women what they want, attractive men and a good lay?

[deleted] • 8 points • 1 October, 2019 11:17 PM 

but I didn't whine

That's about all there is to it!

But seriously, aren't we giving women what they want, attractive men and a good lay?

YES. Women are holding their own in the workplace. They don't need plow horses, they need
studs.

Be the stud.

And if you can't even try, TRP's not for you.

And if you tried and failed, try again. We all know the best FR's have some fail element in
them.....while the worse FR's are based on it all being fail.

But if you quit trying, fuck off to Pluto.

commander_zoidberg • 2 points • 2 October, 2019 03:57 AM 

I'd honestly prefer to fuck off to Mars if it's all the same to you chief. I'd gladly take the
Incels with me. I might be able to make men out of them in such harsh conditions. Plow
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horses need work to keep them occupied or they get of neurotic.

red_philosopher • 2 points • 2 October, 2019 01:04 AM 

Honestly, feminism and TRP are two sides of the same coin. They just don't really realize it.

youcantdenythat • 2 points • 2 October, 2019 12:31 PM 

Sausage is tasty but nobody likes to see how the sausage being made.

They want natural alpha. Not guys that are pretending.

Blackhawk2479 • 6 points • 1 October, 2019 10:01 PM 

I agree, as long as we can adopt a stance that allows us to first try and help incels before banning
them outright.

Many people here may have started out as an incel or potential incel.

[deleted] • 8 points • 1 October, 2019 11:12 PM 

Many people here may have started out as an incel or potential incel.

Including myself. I'm not nailing nearly as much tail as I "should" be, based on IOI's and the
like.

There's something toxic in my mind, the Beta is not dead. I've pissed off more women by not
hitting on them, than by hitting on them. I obey rule 1 & 2 and attend the Iron Church
regularly.

It's the defeatist mentality, really, that I would see banned. At least I'm trying. I have
improved my lot considerably, and there's daylight ahead.

redpillschool[S,M] • 2 points • 2 October, 2019 01:30 PM 

Which is why I'm saying for a third time on this thread, incels and incel content should be
banned on site. Mods should encourage us to remove.

I mean we give them a short leash but yeah, in general, incel posts are removed on sight.

Omnidempotent • -3 points • 1 October, 2019 09:38 PM 

That doesn't make it right, you cuck.

Blackhawk2479 • 3 points • 1 October, 2019 09:41 PM 

I must’ve missed the bit where I said that it did.

TheRedPike • 0 points • 2 October, 2019 12:44 AM 

He named drop a lot of shit. Grabbing on to that is simpleton work (I'm not directing this to you, but
those that would use it). However I agree with Reddit completely. I think incel content as found on
reddit has been pretty much universally in violation of their rules has they already stood.

cooldadnerddad • 14 points • 1 October, 2019 09:06 PM* 

The entire concept of involuntary celibacy is fundamentally based on hatred of women and men they
perceive as more successful with women. I don’t have an opinion as to whether or not they should be
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banned but I think it’s fair to say that it’s not possible to have an incel sub without harassing or bullying
behavior because that’s the whole point... men avoiding personal responsibility for their own outcomes
by blaming other groups of people for their lack of sexual success.

TRP, on the other hand, is not inherently misogynistic. Sometimes the conversation veers in that
direction but it’s not a fundamental part of the concept.

TheRedPike • 15 points • 1 October, 2019 09:16 PM* 

When people feel like that have nothing to lose, they will engage in all sorts of mischief. We try to
get them to understand that things can be done and not to give up. Most people just want to ridicule
them and drive them away for ever. So while I agree the incel subs have all been inherently angry and
destructive places. Likewise inceltears should be wiped away too. They are only making things worse
for everyone.

EDIT: wow that was some special typing I had there.

red_philosopher • 5 points • 2 October, 2019 01:07 AM 

If anything, having nothing to lose is the perfect starting point for TRP. That's when you realize
that nothing you have been told is working and nothing you've done has meant anything to the
women you desperately want. It's a 50/50 shot of whether they try to do something about it or
spiral into oblivion.

Incel subs are just graveyards for washouts. Plain and simple.

TheRedPike • 3 points • 2 October, 2019 01:16 AM 

Incel subs are just graveyards for washouts.

Excellent way to put it.

RightHandWolf • 2 points • 2 October, 2019 01:58 AM 

If anything, having nothing to lose is the perfect starting point for TRP.

Exactly. This might sound weird, but bear with me. Sports psychologists talk about the
technique of visualization, where the mental practice of a movement can help with the actual
physical movement itself. Picture yourself throwing a sinker of a curve ball, or launching a
perfect "Hail Mary" touchdown pass, and the odds of making it happen go up. To quote from
the movie this sub takes it's name from:

You have to let it all go, Neo. Fear. Disbelief. Self-doubt. Free your mind.

adool666 • 8 points • 1 October, 2019 09:56 PM 

I sympathize with them. We complain about the bottom 80% of men getting little, but think of the
bottom 20% or 10% of men. They get nothing. If they tried everything I don't blame them.

mortalcoil1 • 9 points • 1 October, 2019 11:01 PM 

They didn't try everything. They are mostly a bunch of whiny kids who think that everybody but
them is having all of this sex in high school when in fact, less than half of highschoolers are
having sex by 12th grade. They are guaranteed to be addicted to porn. They have poor social
skills and they have decided instead of just trying to fit in, blame all of their non fucking existent
problems on women. They have tried everything... except trying to be normal and not hateful little
shits whose parents didn't give them enough attention or too much attention.
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ThrowFader • 1 point • 3 October, 2019 05:48 PM 

Maybe most but not all. 80/20 probably

57ashdot 1 points 1 October, 2019 10:36 PM [recovered]  

That or like the dudes over in r/MGTOW who have run into so many awful women they have just
vowed them off entirely. Seems to be the recurring theme over there. Cant say I dont see eye to
eye with them sometimes. Seems like a simpler existence.

TheRedPike • 1 point • 2 October, 2019 03:15 AM 

Dont' hotlink any sub including our own. There is no way to white list our subs in
automoderator.

commander_zoidberg • 5 points • 2 October, 2019 04:19 AM 

Incels are a natural consequence of changes in the sexual marketplace from monogamy to polygamy.
This trend has been going on since the 60's thanks to oral contraceptives and the degradation of our
traditional christian culture but it jumped into overdrive since the late 2000's with the continued
collapse of the western economy and giving women smartphones, social media and tinder.

I suppose incels are made somewhat dangerous by the fact they have to much time on their hands and
have informational warfare waged upon them by a degenerate mass media. It's literally driving them
insane, much like social media has driven women and leftists insane. Many of them still cling to
double think blue pill beliefs and hopes. It's a toxic mix.

Ideally i'd like to black pill every last one of them and then dump all those twats in some wilderness
somewhere and make them work like dogs 12 hours every day far away from mass media and our
degenerate society. I was once in their position to some extent. My mental health was extremely poor
due to double think and blue pill thinking. I basically just walked away from mainstream society, i
live in a rural farm house, work night shifts. In winter i often don't see the sun for weeks. I don't
really consume any current mass media. I have my books and my dog and my cars and my firearms. I
don't watch TV anymore. I just go to a few sane corners of the internet like redpilled subs or 4chan
maybe watch the odd bit of YouTube.

I have tried to help the Incels over the years but i find it difficult to converse with them because they
are very emotional. Emotion and women tend to short circuit the brains logical reasoning ability.
Until they get past this thinking they will never be able to improve.

lala_xyyz • 2 points • 2 October, 2019 09:46 AM 

to make things clear: top men plowing through many women is not polygamy. If they were
actually impregnating them and/or having them as their wives, it would be. Each woman
individually dreams of alpha bucks committing to them alone. Personally I think what would
indeed push society over the age is actually legalizing polygamous marriage in order to have
women "settling for a piece of alpha" in full display. In order words, accelerationism of the
development in order to minimize cross-generational damage, because now we have lots of men
not getting any pussy, and lots of women not getting married at all because they are too damaged
or old.

[deleted] • 0 points • 1 October, 2019 09:20 PM 

They actually did ban other subs that got the messsage on the spot, like braincels.
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And they'll be in their way here. I really, really think you guys should start banning incels and incel
content on the spot.

TheRedPike • 2 points • 2 October, 2019 12:41 AM 

Incel content has always been bannable as a rule zero offense. We'll give some latitute if they are
trying to improve or figure this shit out. We don't really look at post histories much unless we think
someone is an outright troll, because we think that's lazy, stupid and lame.

Bloops are super easy to spot.

[deleted] • 2 points • 2 October, 2019 12:49 AM 

I appreciate your response.

I keep an eye on anti-manosphere and mainstream stuff, and the attempt to tie TRP to incels is
something you guys haven't missed and I find insidious.

I'll shut up about it now.

TheRedPike • 2 points • 2 October, 2019 01:01 AM 

Reasonable questions. I think it's better to be clear about it. We are having a similar discussion
on trp.red. We want people to be able to discuss difficult issues, such as culture and race,
within their delineated areas (tribes). Likewise we want people to be able to avoid these
topics, which is why the TRP sub and tribe are very restricted on those topics. We absolutely
don't want vocal racism or the basement fuhrers shitting the place up with nazi trash and
screeching about jews.

[deleted] • 3 points • 2 October, 2019 01:41 AM 

I've literally heard, at the Shabbat table, that a Jew is more likely to own a basketball team
than play for one.

I get how dicey this is. My maternal grandfather was the most impressive in my line,
having graduated with a degree in physics and helped the war effort in the early 40's
involving the wiring of ships to demagnetize to avoid mines....supposedly, of course, but
the stories are coherent. He was Greek.

I have a few other really smart cousins in his line, and it adds up with other variables to a
genetic advantage that I did nothing to deserve.

I honestly think that's about it. The only thing that matters is what you do with what you
have. A "race realist" who is nonetheless underperforming has no place at the table.

TheRedPike • 3 points • 2 October, 2019 03:04 AM 

Shabbat table

My great, great grandfather on my father's mother's side is jewish. So it doesn't count;
I know the rules, but I have some genetic cred. And he'd probably be pretty upset
about what his fellow austrians did in the 1940s. Trust me. I have a lot to say that
doesn't flatter my race(s).

The point what I think your point is the same as my point: we should be able to discuss
this stuff, even if logically contentious without the screeching idiots on pretty much all
sides of the political spectrum.
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The only thing that matters is what you do with what you have.

Pretty much the money shot. Yes.

[deleted] • 2 points • 2 October, 2019 02:41 PM 

The point what I think your point is the same as my point: we should be able to
discuss this stuff, even if logically contentious without the screeching idiots on
pretty much all sides of the political spectrum.

Yep.

I went into Best Buy to buy a printer. I took my choice up to the front, and clerk
asked, "Did anyone help you find this?" The guy happened to be walking by, so I
said "Oh yeah, I got the Brother from the brother!"

The dude cracked up, came over and shook my hand. Made his day.

A little humor about this absurd fucking world wouldn't hurt.

BuzzLightGear321 1 points 1 October, 2019 08:22 PM* [recovered]  

If they were going to ban us, they wouldn't have gave us a heads up, they would've just banned us. I bet some
random admin decided to give us a scare in order to get us to shut up, but they had no authority to actually shut
this sub down.

shaan1232 • 11 points • 1 October, 2019 10:22 PM 

It’s a repeat of what they did to cringeanarchy, they’re just gonna put a few trannies on the mod team who
“change hateful subs to PC ones” by changing everything the subs about and filling it up with BS.

FuckboyAWALT • 11 points • 1 October, 2019 10:44 PM 

Wow I just manually ctrl + c/v my whole saved comments/posts for 3 hours.

Whatever better be safe.

AlmostIrresponsible 1 points 2 October, 2019 02:58 AM* [recovered]  

You really don't have to do that. Be smart use reddit manager its free and fast. https://redditmanager.com/

dr_warlock • 2 points • 2 October, 2019 04:29 PM* 

I want one of the mod team to vouch for this before I give that access.

hazelstein • 0 points • 2 October, 2019 04:55 PM 

Im using it, if mods vouch.

RightHandWolf • 9 points • 1 October, 2019 11:44 PM 

This is a listing of tribes currently established over at trp.red in order of appearance on the page . . .

The Rational Male Created By Rollo-Tomassi This tribe is the official TRP discussion community of The
Rational Male book series authored by Rollo Tomassi.

SJW / Politics Created By redpillschool Discussion about SJW culture.

Wordsmiths Created By itiswr1tten A closed community dedicated to quality contributions on subjects beyond
the sidebar. Only approved posters can contribute.
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Development Updates Created By redpillschool Discussion about development of TRP.RED

Red Pill Parenting Created By redpillschool Discussion of parenting or starting a family with a red pill lens.

subtle asian RP Created By Genghis_Kuan For those blessed with life on hard mode. Dedicated to the discussion
and advancement of sexual strategies for the Asian man (particularly in the West). Strategy, not sympathy. All
are welcome.

Thot patrol Created By Lilrobinzz We are the true red pill thot patrol.

FereallyRed Created By FereallyRed

The Man-Hood Created By CainPrice An open discussion of masculinity, by men, for men, and about men. And
not about women. Discuss the role of men in the world, and masculine pursuits, without whining about women.

The 30 Day Challenge Created By bsutansalt This tribe is to create 30 day challenges to facilitate consistent
progress.

DebateAltRight Created By pcpmasterrace An open forum for serious discussion/debate of the alt-right and its
ideas.

/b/ Created By Omnidempotent /b/ - random

Awakening Created By Yuugen

Books Created By Makingausernamehard Every man should read to grow and learn. Share good books, and your
thoughts.

MensRights Created By MenAreFine At the most basic level, men's rights are the legal rights that are granted to
men. However, any issue that pertains to men's relationship to society is also a topic suitable for this tribe.

MGTOW Created By Bigs MGTOW stands for Men Going Their Own Way. It's a celebration of bachelorhood,
of avoiding the financial and social burdens of marriage, including "common law marriage" or cohabitation.

Sorry about the lack of links, but I did a copy pasta of the feeds page to generate the list, the only editing I did
was to remove some of the listing and/or status text showing membership numbers and subscription status, and I
did this on my phone. But hey, you could wander over and do a little browsing, right? Register if you like what
you see, and post a quick "thank you" to the crew that busted their asses to get the ball rolling. They did a hell of
a job building this hot-rod, and they haven't even finished wiring the stereo speakers and buffing out the paint.

TheRedPike • 5 points • 2 October, 2019 03:19 AM 

Tribes are not the same as reddit subs. They are meant to be localized topics for people that want to engage
in those specific topics. There will be plenty of tribes people wont want anything to do with. And that's ok.

Meanwhile, we have no intention of decamping from here, as long as we aren't forced.

RightHandWolf • 1 point • 2 October, 2019 02:58 PM 

No, but I see the tribes acting as a kind of surrogate for the "flair" system over here. To paraphrase Billy
Joel:

Everybody's talkin' 'bout the new site, buddy, but it's still the Red Pill to me

TheRedPike • 2 points • 2 October, 2019 08:35 PM 

You aren't wrong, but just know something else is coming too.

redpillschool[S] • 2 points • 2 October, 2019 01:33 PM 

But hey, you could wander over and do a little browsing, right? Register if you like what you see, and
post a quick "thank you" to the crew that busted their asses to get the ball rolling. They did a hell of a job
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building this hot-rod, and they haven't even finished wiring the stereo speakers and buffing out the paint.

Thanks for the shoutout.

RightHandWolf • 1 point • 2 October, 2019 03:00 PM 

No problem. I gots to keep my pimp hand strong./s

sweaney • 8 points • 2 October, 2019 01:10 AM* 

They didnt ban us because they know that eventually all this feminist extemism ban happy behaviour will kill
them. To any reddit board member reading this. You should have gone public years ago. By the time you do,
your empty shell, sanitized, normiecentric billboard for advertisers will be completely devoid of life and
everyone will know that their freedom of expression isnt valued and that they are nothing more than pawns for
corporations, your valuation will be negative donkey balls. Congratulations to the crazy Asian cat jen wong and
her cohorts at harvard and Yale/silicunt valley...you dumbasses played yourself. You'll get pennies on the dollar
and tencent will turn you into the something that wishes it was digg and nobody will shed a single fucking tear.
At the hands of extremist neoliberal indoctrinated silicunts, your coup to remove DC from the decision making
process backfired. Don't act like you dont know what I'm talking about. And if anyone doesn't, click the links
below.

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/sep/03/silicon-valley-politics-lobbying-washington.

https://www.cato.org/publications/commentary/washington-dc-vs-silicon-valley

https://www.dailyrepublic.com/all-dr-news/opinion/state-national-columnists/commentary-policy-decisions-sho
uld-be-made-by-elected-representatives-not-silicon-valley/

https://needtoknow.news/2019/08/silicon-valley-is-building-a-chinese-style-social-credit-system-in-the-us/

LatexSanta • 30 points • 1 October, 2019 08:02 PM 

Thank goodness that this blessed subreddit has a little more time left.

But be prepared to migrate, gents. Reddit is hardcore bluepill, so the banning of this subreddit is only a matter of
time.

The powers that be WILL cleanse all of the big platforms of all wrongthink, slowly but surely. Narrative control
is key and this is how they will hang on to their power for a while longer.

majani • 11 points • 1 October, 2019 09:36 PM 

It's simpler than that: anger phase guys just aren't a good look to outsiders, but they are a necessary evil for
this sub.

I_Dont_Type • 4 points • 2 October, 2019 01:40 AM 

A problem I see is that incels, mgtow and the like are in permanent anger phase. None of it looks good to
outsiders at all, especially considering there isn’t a hint of the self-improvement aspect. Also now that the
incel communities are being banned at least a small percentage of them will flock here because we speak
their language so to speak. I think the mods of this subreddit could do with banning those that aren’t
looking to improve themselves or others and are instead just looking to rant about women.

red_philosopher • 3 points • 2 October, 2019 01:16 AM 

The sub could mitigate a lot of that problem if there was a kind of mentor system. Chowing down TRP is
incredibly difficult, and the one thing that I wanted more than anything was someone to help streamline
some of the knowledge.
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Trial by fire I guess.

Onein1024th • 3 points • 1 October, 2019 09:08 PM 

i wouldn't stay married to a woman who kept threatening to leave; why stay here longer than absolutely
necessary?

LoneStarG84 • 0 points • 1 October, 2019 09:14 PM 

I got banned from (ironically) r/ Enough Commie Spam for doing nothing more than mentioning this sub and
defending its right to exist (said nothing about the content). The reason cited was "no alt-right" and I got no
response from the mods when I questioned what they considered I said that was "alt-right".

mojavelover • 1 point • 2 October, 2019 03:58 AM 

I got banned from Enough Commie Spam as well for quoting Bastiat and banned from Ask The Donald,
because I dare say that it was a CIA annex attacked in Benghazi.

thismightnotbetaken • 6 points • 2 October, 2019 03:58 PM* 

In light of possible threat of the main reddit sub getting nuked from reddit here are a few backup options —

Official backup maintained by mods —

https://www.forums.red/i/TheRedPill/

Unofficial backups —

askTRP sidebar in a pdf —

http://archive.is/HOA1B

TRP sidebar in a pdf —

http://archive.is/kElNQ

TRP in a website —

http://archive.is/3Iuga

TRP offline backup —

http://archive.is/ub0rf

I urge everyone to backup their saved post history using the old.reddit url using archive.is bookmark button no
matter how painstaking a task it is.

Furthermore I would request you to download the TRP offline backup, and askTRP and TRP sidebar PDFs for
they contain invaluable material for those that need unplugging from the matrix in the future. Keep an offline
(saved on hard disk or physical memory system) and online (cloud) copy saved.

While archive.is links may stay up download links in all probability will be dead in the future. At which point
the copies present with the red pillers will act as sources for the newly introduced.

Trp.red link for the above post —

https://www.trp.red/p/thismightnotbetaken/1033

TheBunk_TB • 5 points • 1 October, 2019 08:30 PM 

As Reggie Dunlop said (paraphrased): "They are just jacking them around".

ConspiracyPill • 6 points • 2 October, 2019 04:15 AM 
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As much as I'd like this sub to exist for as long as it can because of how convenient it is to access RP content,
like many other users have pointed out this is still them asking us to censor ourselves and be more family
friendly.

A subreddit ban is probably still imminent. With the incel subs gone, the feminazi subs are gonna focus on TRP
again and start bringing more attention here.

We're better off completing the migration to a platform under our own control where we won't be told to watch
our words i.e. TRP.red, albeit that will take some time and getting used to. But fuck being at the mercy of Reddit
and its bipolar admins.

surethingjanet • 3 points • 1 October, 2019 09:44 PM 

What the actual fuck.

I understand it's no easy task for Neo to exchange with the simulated NPCs while he's in base reality but still...

Fidditch • 5 points • 1 October, 2019 11:12 PM 

So they're rattling the cage. Their intention is clear, and has been since the quarantine. Be prepared for this
resource to leave Reddit. For now we can enjoy this haven.

whiteshark98 • 4 points • 1 October, 2019 11:52 PM 

This made me so happy, as I just found this subreddit at 20 and finally can see the error of my ways, this has
honestly changed my outlook on a lot so I’m glad it’s not gone forever. At least for now.

hecubus452 • 5 points • 2 October, 2019 01:48 AM 

How is this not like a mock execution? Yeah, totally not a warfare technique /s

MentORPHEUS • 4 points • 2 October, 2019 03:19 AM 

Announcements of our death have been premature.

SwagYoloJesus • 5 points • 2 October, 2019 10:22 AM* 

I’ve just stumbled upon the femaledatingstrategy subreddit and it’s a shittier, more toxic, more self-deluded
version of TRP, but I’d bet you one hundred billion dollars that the mods will never touch that.

Edit: I’m banned already, that was quick :)

Protocol_Apollo • 7 points • 1 October, 2019 08:14 PM 

Crisis averted... for now.

Remain vigilant, keep reading, archive some posts here and there and keep slaying.

I have a feeling more close shaves are yet to come.

BendAndSnap- • 5 points • 1 October, 2019 11:20 PM 

The real crisis is us trp staying on this shitstain of a website

HumanSockPuppet • 6 points • 2 October, 2019 12:17 AM 

Sounds like the perfect time to post HumanSockPuppet's Guide To Corporeally Punishing Bitches.

whatsthisgarg • 1 point • 2 October, 2019 04:28 AM 

Sounds like the perfect time to post HumanSockPuppet's Guide To Corporeally Punishing Bitches.
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Wait, I thought, wasn't it How to Get Away with Rape?

I have a post in the works called If it wasn't for HATE FUCK I wouldn't have no fuck at all and another
called When I realized How Stupid, Lazy, and Selfish women can be, everything got better, for everybody but
I don't know how much time and energy I want to put into something that will go right into the toss-pot.

ZachMeadows • 2 points • 2 October, 2019 07:11 AM 

You can send them to me and I will print pamphlets that I'll give out in the streets, for posterity.

KonradCurze • 6 points • 1 October, 2019 11:40 PM 

There was no mistake in the ban, it was just them testing out to see what would happen. YouTube does the same
thing. They'll delete a channel, go "oops!" and bring it back up and pretend it was an accident. Odd how it only
happens to right wing channels though...

I'm sure this subreddit hasn't done anything to violate Policy, or at least not more than the rest of reddit, but rest
assured that you'll be found to be in violation of that Policy anyway, and you'll never get an exact reason why,
just a vague statement with no evidence.

Best just to leave this garbage website. It's full of leftist lobbying groups pushing the most insane nonsense to the
front page with the admins being complicit.

skuttt • 8 points • 2 October, 2019 02:11 AM 

It’s disingenuous to say RP is right wing. It leads to trad thoughts, sure. But it’s a truth philosophy. It leads to
understandings of life. I think most of us are classic liberals, centrists or libertarians. And RP leads to
tolerance of all those. We just have little sympathy for both extremes. But we are not Reddit’s hive mind
leftist bullshit.

KonradCurze • 5 points • 2 October, 2019 02:16 AM 

I never said RP was right wing. Just that it's being treated the same way.

throwlaca • 2 points • 2 October, 2019 04:25 PM 

I don't see any core Right Wing ideas here, like love for religion and marriage. In fact, its like the
opposite.

RightHandWolf • 2 points • 2 October, 2019 09:23 PM* 

If TRP is a political ideology, the closest approximation would be a hybrid of libertarianism and
Ayn Rand's philosophy of Objectivism. Self-improvement, self-actualization and true self-
awareness can only come from self-mastery, and self-mastery can only be obtained by having
self-knowledge. The answers out there on the internet should be prompting people to ask
themselves the hard questions about who they are, where do they want to go, what do they really
want, how are they going to make it happen, and why does it matter to them. The same 5 basic
questions that used to be a real journalist's credo for getting to the bottom of a good story. You are
the author of your story, you are your mental point of origin.

L3T • 3 points • 2 October, 2019 03:19 AM 

As a long time subscriber to this subreddit, I have also watched it break itself not from others doing, but from
within to be honest. You have a lot to offer the wider community in the path to truth. You should stick to that
being very careful not to seem to indoctrinate any visitors. The smarter, more open-minded and balanced visitors
the ones you want to appeal to will quickly unsubscribe at any inkling you are cultish.
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In my meanderings through this sub, I have unsubscribed and re-sub subscribed a few times. Always un-
subscribing by treatment of mods and those from those within, rather than any other influence.

Just my 2c. Open up dialogue, try not to control, indoctrinate and harass/force out enquirers. I have had many of
my harmless and fleeting contributions ruled inadmissible due overly zealous rulings by mods or those enjoying
flexing their pill-powers just for it sake be.

Let things be when it doesn't really matter, cos it doesn't always matter tbh. Try (occasionally) to see things from
others point of view just for shits and giggles. This is a skill always useful, but you will never find preached
from anyone in power. This is truth. Challenge it, for sure. You will never achieve change unless you can can
come to the table. To do this you have to understand the others point of view. And to do this you have to put
yourself in their shoe, at least for a second. It will make you better at your game, because at the end of it, I still
believe life is a game. Lets play :-)

FriendlyPressure • 3 points • 2 October, 2019 03:52 AM 

Could you please put archived links to the side bar in trp.red forums. It still links to the reddit site.

redpillschool[S] • 3 points • 2 October, 2019 01:35 PM 

Yes, thanks for reminding me.

Satou4 • 3 points • 2 October, 2019 04:45 AM 

The primary place should not be on reddit. Who wants to support this bs? But we should keep the sub if possible,
in a low activity state, so people can still find it.

rookieMale • 3 points • 2 October, 2019 05:20 AM 

Rule 3 : conceal your intentions, and confuse your enemies.

r8001 • 3 points • 2 October, 2019 08:32 AM 

Oh. So that's what the collective SJW "REEEEEEEEE" I heard earlier was about? Nice!

pabbdude • 3 points • 2 October, 2019 08:57 AM* 

Why not just let advertisers choose where their ads display, there's probably a ton of fitness-related stuff that
would actually prefer to be on there

heh, this happened in less than five minutes.

cptkong • 3 points • 2 October, 2019 10:05 AM 

All Platform Are Like That APALT

mindplaybyneo • 3 points • 2 October, 2019 12:11 PM 

These companies have no idea how strong this subreddit is. They had it on quarantine cause they know there was
500k following and it was trending. If it wasn’t quarantined this would blow up. All the girls who pushed for
feminism would be all depressed to find out what men really think.

SouloftheVoid • 3 points • 2 October, 2019 03:25 PM 

I don't trust the cucked reddit admins not to shutter the sub and when it happens it will be immediate. We should
follow the example of the last great subreddit that this happened too, DarknetMarkets, and get a d/TheRedPill set
up on dread where no cucked corporate interests or social justice nazis can touch it. TRP.red isn't a bad idea but
what happens when company that hosts it shuts it down for "promoting hate speech"?
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Ultimately the internet will split in two halves:

The clearnet being all the gynocentric websites like Facebook, reddit, youtube, and other usual sites that are
sanitized for normies and females so that any offending content such as anything Red Pill, 4chan, 8chan, or gun-
related content is immediately removed.

The darknet sites accessible via TOR that are very difficult for governments and corporations to shut down with
will include things that will have been banned from the clearnet such this sub (now on dread), trp.red (now
trp.onion), sites about guns, onion chans, and probably a youtube alternative that Donovan Sharpe, Rollo
Tomassi, and others will have had to move to because they got deplatformed or just outright banned. This will be
alongside what's already on the darknet such as the markets that sell drugs, gear, guns, and stolen credit card
numbers.

I know which half I will be on.

SoulRedemption • 3 points • 3 October, 2019 09:02 AM 

I am loving the way everything is being handled by TRP mods/admins

BeetleLord • 3 points • 4 October, 2019 06:13 AM 

When Islamic terrorists are getting ready to execute someone, they'll often drag them out for several "mock
executions" before the real one. This reminds me of those sorts of tactics.

StrongRaise5 • 5 points • 1 October, 2019 09:42 PM 

This all seems sketchy.

It's as if they decided not to ban is after seeing our reactions.

syf3r • 2 points • 2 October, 2019 12:20 AM 

well, we didn't bend the knee, and actually have a migration plan.

Next_Flow1 • 4 points • 1 October, 2019 07:57 PM 

wow

St_BlackOps4Cel • 5 points • 2 October, 2019 01:20 AM 

Braincels users here, unfortunately my home has been taken from me but congrats on not getting the ban
hammer, you guys are pretty based for the most part

TheRedPike • 4 points • 2 October, 2019 03:31 AM 

I'm going to be honest with you here, while noting that I know nothing about you personally, so this is
obviously not about you. I get why they nuked that sub. It constantly posted stuff about people outside of
reddit that weren't public figures.

For comparison, we nuked a GLO post because he used an offsite picture of a non public figure in a post just
to add some humor. Funny yes, but appropriate for reddit: no. (It was fixed and reposted. Men can handle
difficulties like this without losing their shit.)

We are pretty much the poster children for anti-bullying. And we have ZERO tolerance for stuff spilling out
of this sub.

redpillschool[S] • 1 point • 2 October, 2019 01:34 PM 

+1
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Vermillion_Rx • 5 points • 1 October, 2019 08:07 PM 

Dafuq? They should at least tell us this time how to comply

rorrr • 15 points • 1 October, 2019 09:38 PM 

We all know they can't, because the sub is generally not breaking rules. The whole quarantine and ban thing
is 100% political. They can't stand any information that goes against the party line.

Vermillion_Rx • 5 points • 1 October, 2019 09:40 PM 

Of course it's political, which honestly just seems like it violates their own terms of service that they give
out the Reddit community. It's bad business

red_philosopher • 3 points • 2 October, 2019 01:29 AM 

Bad business never kept anyone from making bad decisions. Look at VW.

Vermillion_Rx • 1 point • 2 October, 2019 01:29 AM 

Exactly, I'm honestly just engaging in wishful thinking, I know it's hopeless and don't expect
anything

red_philosopher • 1 point • 2 October, 2019 01:48 AM 

It's not hopeless. Even if they banned TRP, TRP has influenced millions of men, and that's not
a small feat. TRP ideals will continue to spread because it's the only thing out there that truly
empowers men and makes critical thinkers.

youcantdenythat • 3 points • 2 October, 2019 12:41 PM 

They don't want us to comply so why would they help us. They want to ban it.

Vermillion_Rx • 1 point • 2 October, 2019 05:26 PM 

Definitely, I'm just engaging in wishful thinking. My expectations are below zero on this one

JudgementalChair • 2 points • 1 October, 2019 08:37 PM 

I was wondering why I was hearing so many people cheering down the hall

ratchetvape • 2 points • 1 October, 2019 10:12 PM 

The redesign looks great!

redpillschool[S] • 3 points • 1 October, 2019 10:28 PM 

Thanks. Can't wait to get forums.red up.

MeansToABenz • 2 points • 1 October, 2019 11:23 PM 

It will be awesome.

dream-hunter 1 points 1 October, 2019 11:55 PM [recovered]  

Something tells me the admins are intentionally doing this so the users won't freak out but stay on Reddit, then a
few weeks later a random instant ban out of nowhere.

heeeytherepal • 2 points • 2 October, 2019 12:14 AM 
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Admins just put this shit on DEFCON 1. We may have gotten a belated execution, but any sensible human can
see it’s right around the corner. Get the word out ASAP, I’ll go weeks without being on reddit, and would’ve
been clueless to this sub closing. I can assure you I’m not the only one. We’ve been walking on thin ice since the
beginning, but now it’s breaking apart under our very feet.

ntvirtue • 2 points • 2 October, 2019 12:41 AM 

You scared them somehow....There were a lot of other subs saying hey why are they getting banned?

veggie_girl • 2 points • 2 October, 2019 12:44 AM 

Reddit doesnt deserve trp

Pezotecom • 2 points • 2 October, 2019 02:00 AM 

What can we do to help? I'm no programmer or anything but I do own some bitcoin :P

redpillschool[S] • 3 points • 2 October, 2019 01:39 PM 

war" is happening and the major corporations have already done everything to suppress masculinity and
common sense, it really d

You can donate to the cause here: 1Hyyva2G5aCJwNqYToGoCCGATVNMB81zk7

QR Code

patrick4191 • 2 points • 2 October, 2019 02:10 AM 

Can someone archive all the content from this place please. Specially the sidebar stuff that is very important for
beginners.

youcantdenythat • 2 points • 2 October, 2019 12:50 PM 

check the sidebar under Network

darkstar1031 • 2 points • 2 October, 2019 02:38 AM 

Everyone on here is shaking in their boots 'cause Reddit admin has good dread game, all the while I'm trying to
figure out which TRP mod is one of Spez's alts.

redpillschool[S] • 1 point • 2 October, 2019 01:35 PM 

Lol. No need to shake in your boots. Head on over to https://trp.red

russian_nigger • 2 points • 2 October, 2019 03:27 AM 

a many great thanks to our shitlib overlords for sparing our heathen souls from total annihilation and the wrath of
sky daddy

mickenrorty • 2 points • 2 October, 2019 03:44 AM 

Let’s get off this fucken platform ASAP

Hedser91 • 2 points • 2 October, 2019 12:43 PM 

Would be nice if a backup of all posts could be saved somewhere else

throwlaca • 2 points • 2 October, 2019 04:21 PM 
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They are making us their bitches. They graciously allowed us to keep making money for them. And we are
thanking them for being allowed to suck on their corporate cocks. I say, lets migrate to other place while we
have time.

the-bro • 2 points • 2 October, 2019 04:47 PM 

Is there going to be an app for trp.red? For people like me that mainly browse on mobile

VlogIt • 2 points • 2 October, 2019 10:00 PM 

Don't believe the admin at all. They say they won't, until they will, just like women or government.

We won't cheat on you. We won't increase tax on you. Don't worry, trust us.

You guys better get your forums up and running, before this sub gets shutdown and people get lost.

nobody_thinks 1 points 1 October, 2019 11:02 PM [recovered]  

Just like a woman.

"I'm leaving you right now!"

tears, sobs, walks to the front door. Falls on her knees.

comes crawling back.

"I'm so sorry. It was all a mistake. Please take me back."

More proof that reddit is run by effete soy cucks.

red_philosopher • 1 point • 2 October, 2019 01:21 AM 

If that happens, it's just a power play. If women have already made up their minds about branch-swinging,
the ultimatum is just an attempt to get you to orbit, nothing more.

Standgrounding • 3 points • 1 October, 2019 11:04 PM 

While the "war" is happening and the major corporations have already done everything to suppress masculinity
and common sense, it really doesn't matter whether you are red pilled or are a SJW.

The process still happens, and at best we can slow it down. SJW's basically speed it up.

For those who haven't understood yet, "The process" i'm referring to is to accept all the crazy stuff like crimes
for veganism / animal rights, and "there is more than 2 genders". Tolerance of the craziest. Without any sort of
"bullying" that would normally lead to people to improve themselves(isn't that the ultimate purpose of friendly
bullying anyway?)

People shall degenerate into mass-produced unknown-gender furry fags that watch chinese cartoon porn remakes
all day and jack off 54 times a day trying to "beat" the record(get it? beat it like beat the meat) and they will have
absolutely none common sense and attention scope/span.

Moreover, with technology they will be half robotic too. Like an exoskeleton, because they will be so weak they
wouldn't be able to even walk. Like zombies, but significantly more disgusting.

My mind already couldn't predict any further developments(regression?) of the society, but that's what I am
referring to as "The process". And in the near future it's going to be way worse than soy boy SJW cucks...

And like Thanos, "The Process" is inevitable. All we can do is slow it down.

How we do it? By building communities for men. For men looking for happines, purpose, identity and
abundance.

(That should have been a TRP post of it's own, but consider it here)
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red_philosopher • 4 points • 2 October, 2019 01:33 AM 

Technology is the great enemy of our time. It shapes our world and makes people more and more uniform in
thought and action through forced conformity. With every step that technology takes forward, humanity
becomes more and more stagnant.

[deleted] • 5 points • 1 October, 2019 08:33 PM 

I would strongly suggest banning incels and incel content on sight.

edit:

Anyone who does not share that goal will be banned the instant we detect them.

No need for a rule change. Ban fucking incels on sight.

Footnote220 • 2 points • 3 October, 2019 04:11 PM 

I wish the reddit administrators would have just left those Incel assholes alone before banning them and
letting them spill over and ruin other communities. At least before they were contained. Now they're like a
spreading cancer.

[deleted] • 1 point • 3 October, 2019 04:19 PM 

I was around when they flooded in.....it makes no sense to me. Why would a vegan go to a steakhouse?

Footnote220 • 1 point • 3 October, 2019 04:50 PM 

When you take the pill it falls on a spectrum

BukakiTsunami • 3 points • 2 October, 2019 01:26 AM 

My guess is the compliance issues stem from the fact that we don’t agree to be emasculated and get on our knees
to let the SJW faggot leftists Jew globalists shoot their load of jizm all over our faces.

Rifleshoot • 1 point • 1 October, 2019 08:50 PM 

This is fine, as long as RP content itself isn't censored or tailored to fit Reddit's BP ideology. I suspect they
would rather keep TRP around, and just cut out the things they find unsavory.

toomim • 1 point • 1 October, 2019 09:03 PM 

Wow.

muff_marauder • 1 point • 1 October, 2019 10:53 PM 

This sub will get banned eventually, unfortunately.

Don't think for one second that it never will.

MeansToABenz • 1 point • 1 October, 2019 11:23 PM 

thank you Mod, would link you but this ban is the worst

DevilDoc44 • 1 point • 1 October, 2019 11:52 PM 

Reddit needs to diversify its thinking. They need some alpha men and women to balance them out. I wonder if
they realize the flaw in their thinking!

RightHandWolf • 2 points • 2 October, 2019 03:08 PM 
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If everybody in the room is thinking the same thing, somebody's not thinking. - General George S. Patton

jedicreed • 1 point • 2 October, 2019 02:05 AM 

Glad to hear that. I was about to delete Reddit if they were to remove this sub.

vtsmgtow • 1 point • 2 October, 2019 04:38 AM 

they can't kill an ideology.

Luffysstrawhat • 1 point • 2 October, 2019 07:48 AM 

I feel like its literally the movie 300 and we are the spartans. Todays world is so soft.

DevilishRogue • 1 point • 2 October, 2019 08:00 AM 

Considering the supposed "compliance issues" (of which there aren't any) this seems more a move to enable
closing the subreddit without notice rather than a stay of execution per se. Anyone not yet registered at
https://trp.red should do so now.

iVah1d • 1 point • 2 October, 2019 10:22 AM 

Use this time to shift more people and content to trp.red

Itscommonsensebro • 1 point • 2 October, 2019 11:36 AM 

This can’t be serious. Pink pill feminism sub still toxic as fuck and still exists.

Fukboi1399 • 1 point • 2 October, 2019 12:02 PM 

Hahaha looks like we held frame boys

asdjkljj • 1 point • 2 October, 2019 12:20 PM 

I don't get it anyway. I keep getting a notice about highly offensive content. I have been in this subreddit for a
month now and I have not seen anything highly offensive.

Where is that offensive content?

ucfgavin • 1 point • 2 October, 2019 01:50 PM 

Good. Comparing this sub to some of the others is stupid. To be honest...none of those should be shut down
either...but lumping TRP in with subs that deliberately attack others doesn't make any sense.

j-mac-rock • 1 point • 2 October, 2019 01:59 PM 

Thank god. i needed this self improvement forum. it would be a shame to lose it

olimpicus • 1 point • 2 October, 2019 02:36 PM 

Next week: bpd forum is hatespeech. Mark my words

TroglodyneSystems • 1 point • 2 October, 2019 02:48 PM 

Seems deliberate just to troll.

[deleted] • 1 point • 2 October, 2019 04:17 PM 

I say we back up everything and move. We must keep TRP Alive.
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1962Throwaway1962 • 1 point • 4 October, 2019 07:42 PM 

Maybe I am new and do not understand the entire red pill thing,,,isn't the red pill about men standing up for
men? Every other group has forums for that so why is it so bad for men to do it? I did not THINK it was about
slamming anyone especially women...I do not know about anyone else but I love my mom and my sisters and
my wife and my daughters. What am I missing here?

hazaraMoghul • 1 point • 5 October, 2019 07:01 AM 

Brothers, lets go ahead with TRP.RED, this bictzhez giving us some disrespectful shit-test. women will be
women.

Balderdash79 • 1 point • 5 October, 2019 04:31 PM 

Does forums.red plan to use a scraper to dupe reddit TheRedPill content?

AutoModerator[M] • 1 point • 1 October, 2019 07:51 PM 

Why are we quarantined? The admin don't want you to know.

Register on our backup site: https://www.trp.red and reserve your reddit name today.

I am a bot, and this action was performed automatically. Please contact the moderators of this subreddit if you
have any questions or concerns.

opentil12 • 1 point • 2 October, 2019 02:18 PM 

Honestly just move over and leave reddit. This is embarrassing, stop bending over to these fuckers. TRP will be
way better once its fully off the main platforms

redpillschool[S] • 4 points • 2 October, 2019 02:24 PM 

Nothing is stopping you from making a new account on https://www.trp.red

BukakiTsunami 1 points 2 October, 2019 01:18 AM [recovered]  

So you’re basically saying, you’re willing to suck off redit and do what they say, as thanks for not closing us
down. If we dance a jig do you think massuh will give us the choicest part of the hog balls foe hour suppah?

Gee what a deal.

Thanks but reddit can shove it up their ass for all I care.

redpillschool[S] • 1 point • 2 October, 2019 01:41 PM 

Or, check out https://trp.red

[deleted] • -37 points • 1 October, 2019 07:58 PM 

Lol how convenient for you! How strange the admins haven't said a word about this!

I think you're full of shit.

redpillschool[S,M] • 23 points • 1 October, 2019 08:06 PM 

We have told you everything they have told us. That is it.

max_peenor • 4 points • 1 October, 2019 08:44 PM 

They said a lot about it.
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https://www.reddit.com/r/announcements/comments/dbf9nj/changes_to_our_policy_against_bullying_and/

[deleted] • 1 point • 1 October, 2019 08:58 PM 

Yeah they didn't mention TRP at all though.

max_peenor • 5 points • 1 October, 2019 09:04 PM 

They didn't mention any sub. They just did it.

[deleted] • -1 points • 2 October, 2019 01:10 AM 

Yet TRP was the only one that got a "warning".

I'm glad RPS got to funnel some traffic to his new message board, would be nice if he was able to
do it honestly.

max_peenor • 1 point • 2 October, 2019 03:34 AM 

What warning? They told us they were pointing a gun at our heads and then later said they
weren't going to pull the trigger.

/u/TheRedPike this isn't in good faith.

[deleted] • 1 point • 2 October, 2019 03:37 AM* 

No, I'm saying it's odd that TRP was the only sub to get this "we're about to ban you"
message.

Everyone else swept up in this was just outright banned.

Go ahead and censor me though if you don't like what I'm saying. Wouldn't that be ironic!

max_peenor • 2 points • 2 October, 2019 03:52 AM 

"we're about to ban you"

I love blooper quotes. Because they aren't quotes. hah

The actual quote is "and therefore will be closed."

No warning. Summary judgment. But yeah, keep making shit up.

_anothergumnut_ 1 points 2 October, 2019 04:11 AM [recovered]  

Not blue. Don't know where you got that from.

Call it a warning, call it a "summary judgement", my point is that it is odd that
TRP was the only sub to receive one. Dozens of subs were banned in this wave,
and none of them got a message from the admins saying the ban was incoming.

I'm asking in good faith - why do you think this is the case?

redpillschool[S] • 1 point • 2 October, 2019 01:42 PM 

I'm asking in good faith - why do you think this is the case?

No idea. Wish they'd tell us.

RStonePT • 1 point • 2 October, 2019 03:03 PM 

what would an honest reaction to administration messages look like?
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[deleted] • 0 points • 2 October, 2019 03:35 PM 

I thought I was clear.

I think the screenshots here are fake. I think RPS jumped on the bandwagon and made the
whole thing up in an effort to drive subscribers to his website.

RStonePT • 2 points • 2 October, 2019 03:56 PM 

So there is no way to meet your standard.

k.

Redpiller77 • -6 points • 2 October, 2019 02:54 AM 

I haven't thought about the possibility of this being something made up to push traffic, but it does make sense.
You guys make reddit look like bad guys and portray yourselves as heroes defending free speech and men's
rights. That image means shit, I can do something like that in minutes and I'm not even well versed in coding or
image editing.

Not saying you did, just that it's possible. I prefer if the subreddit stays because I'm lazy and I don't want to lose
or move my saved posts.

redpillschool[S] • 2 points • 2 October, 2019 01:43 PM 

I'm certain the admin would step in and correct us if we were impersonating them.

Redpiller77 • 1 point • 2 October, 2019 06:28 PM 

You're right about that. I doubt they'd like that. As I said, I didn't believe it, just thought it was possible.
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